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The “planning fallacy” or “How many
psychiatrists does it take to change a light bulb?
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What are the questions?

• Alternative energy infrastructures are reasonably
known.

• Transitions are the challenge
• Difficult to model
• New public policy paradigm?

• May not be necessary to model transitions in
IAMs.

• Transition costs should be included, nonetheless.
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Infrastructures for alternative, low-carbon energy
sources for transportation are understood well
enough to be represented in IAMs.
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Elgowainy, et al., 2012. “Hydrogen Delivery Infrastructure Analysis” (HDSAM), 2012 DOE Hydrogen Program Review, 17 May, 2012.

The GEA says…
“Without question a radical transformation
of the present energy system will be
required over the coming decades.”
GEA, 2012: Global Energy Assessment – Toward a Sustainable Future, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge UK and New York, NY, USA and the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis,
Laxenburg, Austria.

Should infrastructure modeling in IAMs be about the
CAUSES of the transformation (i.e. transition
policies) or about its CONSEQUENCES?
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We know that natural market barriers can and do
prevent transitions to alternative energy sources.
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Put another way…
“Modeling increasing returns, path dependence, and
multiple equilibria can bring IAMs closer to a realistic
portrayal of the structure and nature of emissions
abatement and economic development options, but at the
expense of making models more difficult to construct and
model results more difficult to interpret.”
Stanton, E.A., F. Ackerman and S. Kartha, 2008. “Inside the Integrated Assessment
Models: Four Issues in Climate Economics”, Stockholm Environment Institute Working
Paper WP-US-0801, Boston.

Not to mention deep uncertainty and tipping points.
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Possible insights from and NRC study,
Transitions to Alternative Vehicles and Fuels,
and for the ICCT.

• “…a comprehensive analysis of energy
use within the light-duty vehicle
transportation sector…”

• “Scenarios will consider technology as

well as policy options and consider the
likelihood of achieving 50 percent
reduction in petroleum consumption by
2030 as well as 80 percent reduction in
petroleum consumption and greenhouse
gas emissions by 2050.”

http://bakercenter.utk.edu/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Transition-to-Electric-Drive-2013-report.FINAL_.pdf

http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=18264
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What gets measured gets done.
The Light-duty Alternative Vehicle Energy Transition Model.
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Continuously improving energy efficiency
appears to be a necessary strategy.
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NRC, 2013. Transitions to Alternative Vehicles and Fuels, ch. 2.

By reducing power requirements, efficiency
eventually makes e-drive vehicles cheaper than ICEs.
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NRC, 2013. Transitions to Alternative Vehicles and Fuels, ch. 5.

Quantification of transition costs (market barriers) gives a
view network external benefits and positive feedbacks.
(Note: “Price” includes any subsidies)
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BASE CASE: fuel economy & emissions standards plus
technological progress and a highway tax indexed to MPG.
No new vehicle subsidies, no early infrastructure (2011 AEO+).
Transition costs and benefits are relative to this case.
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Efficiency/emissions standards, advanced technology plus
biofuels, plus fuel tax indexed to fuel economy achieve a
52% GHG reduction, 64% petroleum decrease by 2050.
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A strategy promoting both FCVs and PEVs produced an
88% reduction in GHG emissions and a 100% reduction in
petroleum use by 2050.
How many purchase level 2 chargers?
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Subsidies come first, and continue for at least a decade.
Benefits exceed costs by an order of magnitude, and infrastructure
subsidies are likely to be a small relative to vehicle subsidies.
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Long-run average infrastructure costs are small relative to
total vehicle costs but not compared to incremental costs.
Excess infrastructure costs are even smaller and temporary.
Estimated Long-run Average Infrastructure Costs
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With ZEV mandates and H2 infrastructure in California but no comparable restof-US (or World) policies after 2015, plug-in vehicles are successful but fuel
cells begin to break through only after 2040. But with no hydrogen
infrastructure in the rest-of-US, the FCV market does not develop there.
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One tipping point is hydrogen infrastructure.
If the rest-of-US deploys even a small number of of early H2
refueling stations, FCVs succeed.
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Hydrogen fuel cell vehicles are more susceptible to tipping
points because of the chicken or egg problem.
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Uncertainty about the market’s response is great.
(effect of tipping points)
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Even considering both technological and market
uncertainties excess costs (subsidies) are likely to be small
relative to benefits. But how do we get there?
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What do we need to know that we don’t?
A great deal.
1. Innovators/majority: How many? How much? How long?
2. How important is fuel availability?
3. How important is limited range/long recharging time?
4. How many PEV buyers will also purchase level 2 charging?
5. How valuable are workplace & public recharging?
6. How valuable is diversity of choice?
7. How big are scale economies?
8. What will future technology costs be?
9. How will costs be affected by learning by doing?
10. How important is coordination with the rest of the world?
11. How sensitive are consumers’ to vehicle and fuel prices?
12. What are viable policy & business models for early
13.

recharging and refueling infrastructure?
Which policies are most cost-effective and acceptable?
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Are IAMs about transition policy
analysis or transition outcomes?
•
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure costs can be (and are) accounted for via long-run
average costs.
Transition policies can be analyzed using scenarios developed
in models that represent the non-linearities, feedbacks,
uncertainties and tipping points of the transition process.
In the long-run, excess transition costs are likely to be
relatively small. It’s the public policy that will be an enormous
challenge.
Still, IAMs should account for transition costs: “Does your
model take into account…”
Or, one could undertake the Herculean task of building IAMs
that attempt to incorporate the complexities of global energy
transitions that make them a new challenge for policy.
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Danke.
Viel Glück!
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Why is an energy transition for the public
good a different kind of problem?
 It takes decades. The difference between social and private discount

rates becomes critical.
 It requires technological progress which is inherently uncertain.
 Externalities are involved but not all the social costs are externalities
(e.g., monopoly power in world oil market).
 There are other important market inefficiencies (e.g., energy
paradox).
 The transition creates external benefits which are difficult for private
agents to capture.

 Reduction of risk-aversion of majority via cumulative sales (Direct NEB)
 Value of fuel availability to car buyers (Indirect NEB)
 Learning-by-doing spillover
 Value of choice diversity (versus scale economies)

 External benefits and positive feedbacks (scale economies, LBD) are
powerful, creating tipping points.

 “Deep Uncertainty” (Requires knowledge about technologies and
markets that we don’t yet possess.)
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The simulations produced a negative outcome <10% of
the time. (Non-adaptive policy vs. planning fallacy?)
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Internalizing externalities is not the
right paradigm.
• “A better approach would seem to be to start our analysis

with a situation approximating that which actually exists,
to examine the effects of a proposed policy change and to
attempt to decide whether the new situation would be, in
total, better or worse than the original one.” (Coase,
1960, p. 43)

• Cost/Benefit with deep uncertainty, strong positive
feedbacks, path dependency, tipping points.
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The modeling results suggest some
potentially important inferences.

•

Net benefits of transition appear to exceed excess costs by
approximately an order of magnitude, but

•
•
•

NPV < 0 for about a decade.
Subsidies may be needed for an extended period (to 2025 or 2030).
Temporarily, must do more than “internalize the external costs”.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Subsidies appear to be small relative to current expenditures

•

There is “deep” uncertainty.

There are strong positive feedbacks, incl. external benefits.
There are “tipping points” and path-dependency.
Mandates (ZEV) and/or subsidies seem to be essential.
Early hydrogen infrastructure is critical for FCEVs.
FCEV market potential appears to be > BEV > PHEV.
Interdependencies between regions, US and world are strong.
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For each technology type, utility is measured as a function of
vehicle attributes, fuel costs and availability. This allows
quantification of key concepts like network external benefits.


 n αj
U i = ∑ α j X ij + βPi = β  ∑ X ij + Pi 
j =1

 j =1 β
n

Ui = average utility of vehicle technology type i
Xij = jth attribute of vehicle technology type i
Pi = RPE of vehicle technology type i
αj = average utils per unit of Xij
β = average utils per dollar (of purchase price)
αj/β = average $/unit of attribute j (dollar value)
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The cost of limited fuel availability is represented by the
capitalized cost of increased time to travel to scarce stations.
PV of Excess Time per Refueling Event
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Costs of limited range/long refueling time, values of public
recharging are capitalized in the price of vehicles.
Value of Public Recharging per PHEV

Value of Public Recharging per BEV
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The majority of consumers resist, innovators/early
adopters pay more for advanced technologies.

The integral between this
curve and the axis is the $$$
innovators bring to the party.
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Transition to fuel cell vehicles with low-C hydrogen is
sustainable in that there are no subsidies after 2025-2030.
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Both GHG and petroleum goals are estimated to be met.
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What if the alternative technologies don’t
improve?
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What was the (IAM) question?
• Assess climate change control policies
• Constructively force multiple dimensions of the climate
change problem into the same framework

• Quantify the relative importance of climate change in the
context of other environmental and non-environmental
problems facing mankind

(Weyant et al., “Integrated Assessment of Climate Change”, in J.P. Bruce et al., eds.,
Climate Change 1995: Economic and Social Dimensions of Climate Change, Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 1996.
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Positive feedback effects can be very strong.
(from analysis of California ZEV program for ICCT)
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One can model the deployment of infrastructure in
geographical detail.
But what level of detail is appropriate for IAMs?
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California Fuel Cell Partnership, 2013, “Fuel Cell Vehicles and Hydrogen in California”, www.cafcp.org.

